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Summary. Companies increasingly adopt process-aware information systems (PAISs) to coordinate, monitor and evolve their business processes.
Although the proper handling of temporal constraints (e.g., deadlines
and minimum time lags between activities) is crucial in many application
domains, existing PAISs vary significantly regarding their support of the
temporal perspective of business processes. Both the formal specification
and operational support of temporal constraints constitute fundamental
challenges in this context. In previous work, we introduced time patterns
facilitating the comparison of PAISs in respect to their support of the
temporal perspective and provided empirical evidence for them. To avoid
ambiguities and to ease the use as well as implementation of the time
patterns, this paper formally defines their semantics. To enable pattern
use in a wide range of process modeling languages and pattern integration
with existing PAISs, this semantics is expressed independent of a particular process meta model. Altogether, the presented pattern formalization
will foster the integration of the temporal perspective in PAISs.
Key words: Process-aware Information System, Workflow Patterns,
Time Patterns, Temporal Perspective, Temporal Constraints

1 Introduction
Companies strive for improved life cycle support of their business processes [1, 2].
In particular, IT support for analyzing, modeling, executing and monitoring
these processes results in competitive advantages [3, 4]. In this context, processaware information systems (PAISs) offer promising perspectives towards process
automation by enabling companies to define a business process in terms of an
explicit process schema and to execute related process instances based on this
schema in a controlled and efficient manner [1].
Both the formal specification and operational support of temporal constraints
constitute fundamental challenges of any PAIS [5, 6, 7, 8]. In contemporary PAISs,
however, time support is very limited. Furthermore, there exist no criteria for
systematically assessing the degree of support of the temporal perspective across
different PAISs and PAIS-enabling technologies (e.g., workflow management
systems and case handling tools [9]). To make PAISs better comparable and
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facilitate the selection of PAIS-enabling technologies in a given application
environment, workflow patterns have been introduced [10, 11, 12, 13]. These
patterns allow analyzing the expressiveness of process modeling languages and
tools in respect to different process perspectives, like, for example, control flow
[10], data flow [11], resources [12], activities [14], exceptions [15], and process
change [13, 16, 17].
1.1 Problem Statement
Recently, we extended the workflow patterns by a set of 10 time patterns suitable
for evaluating the support of the temporal perspective in a PAIS [18, 19]. Examples
of such time patterns include Time Lags between Activities, Durations, and Fixed
Date Elements. Empirical evidence we gained in a number of case studies has
confirmed that identified time patterns are common in practice and required for
properly modeling the temporal perspective of processes in a variety of application
domains [19, 20]. Furthermore, we evaluated different approaches and tools in
respect to their time pattern support [19].
Our evaluations have emphasized the need for a precise and formal semantics of
the identified time patterns. In particular, ambiguities in respect to this semantics
would hamper both pattern implementation and comparison of existing PAISs.
So far, the time patterns we identified have lacked a formal semantics. Similar
to workflow patterns [21], however, the latter is crucial in order to enable a
widespread use of the time patterns, i.e., for each time pattern, its effects on
process enactment must be precisely defined. This becomes necessary to ensure
that different implementations of the respective pattern have the same basic
meaning. Note that this is also required to ensure a common understanding of
process schemata containing time patterns. Furthermore, it becomes necessary
to specify how the time patterns interact with different elements of the control
flow perspective (i.e., control flow patterns like loops, XOR-splits, or AND-joins).
Finally, for time patterns depending on run-time data (i.e., process instance
data), it must be precisely defined which data value to use, otherwise different
implementations might result in different behaviour.
1.2 Contribution
This paper complements our previous work on time patterns [19] by additionally
formalizing the semantics of these patterns. This will allow users to ground
pattern implementation as well as pattern-based analysis of PAISs on a solid and
formal basis. Furthermore, it will foster the widespread use of the time patterns
by PAIS engineers and researchers.
We provide a precise, formal semantics for the time patterns presented in [19].
This semantics is defined independent of a specific process modeling language
or paradigm. Furthermore, we illustrate pattern semantics in terms of examples
and detailed explanations. Finally, we validate the proposed pattern semantics
to ensure that it meets the one expected by domain experts.
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When defining the semantics of the time patterns, a particular challenge
is to provide a formal pattern description independent of a particular process
modeling language. Only then PAIS engineers will be able to integrate the time
patterns without need to cope with language-specific issues, which again might
result in ambiguities. To define a pattern semantics independent of any process
modeling language and closely related to the execution semantics of processes, we
use process execution traces as basis for our formalization [22]. In particular, an
execution trace can be considered as execution history of a process instance, i.e.,
it records what happened during the execution of a particular process instance.
We then formally describe the semantics of time patterns by indicating which
traces can be produced on a given process schema containing a particular time
pattern, i.e., which traces are compliant with pattern semantics. Amongst others,
this makes it possible to implement techniques for checking the conformance [23]
of a process instance in respect to a process schema and its temporal constraints
(i.e., occurrences of the time patterns).
In case a pattern instance additionally depends on run-time data of the
process instance we precisely define which data value is valid for a specific
pattern instance. In particular, if the same data object is modified several times
during process execution, we precisely define which of these data values shall
be considered for a pattern instance. This is especially important in connection
with loops or concurrent data access; otherwise ambiguities will hamper pattern
implementation.
Based on the defined semantics, pattern implementation is put on a sound
basis. Moreover, ambiguities are avoided regarding the implementation of the
patterns in a PAIS as well as their use for assessing existing PAISs. Finally, a
precise formal semantics is a prerequisite for verifying the temporal perspective
of business processes at both build- and run-time [5, 6, 7, 24, 25]. Overall, the
defined semantics will foster the integration of the temporal perspective into
existing PAISs and hence broaden their scope significantly.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
background information and recalls the time patterns we informally presented in
[19]. Section 3 discusses the research method applied for defining and validating
the proposed formal pattern semantics. Section 4 provides the formal semantics
of the time patterns. In Section 5, we provide a validation of the formal semantics
by evaluating how well it matches the semantics inherent to other academic
approaches. In Section 6, we discuss the expected impact of the proposed formal
pattern semantics as well as its usefulness for implementing time support in
PAISs. Section 7 discusses related work and Section 8 concludes with a summary.

2 Backgrounds
This section provides basic notions needed for understanding this paper. Further,
it summarizes the time patterns we informally introduced in [18, 19].
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2.1 Basic Notions
A process-aware information system (PAIS) is a specific type of information
system providing process support functions. It is characterized by the separation
of process logic from application code. At build-time, process logic is explicitly
defined based on the constructs provided by a process meta model. For each
business process to be supported, a process type represented by a process schema
is defined. The latter corresponds to a directed graph that comprises a set of
nodes – representing activities and control connectors (e.g., Start-/End-Nodes,
XOR-splits, and AND-joins) – and a set of control edges linking these nodes, i.e.,
control edges specify precedence relations between nodes. Further, the notion of
activity set refers to any subset of the activities of a process schema, whereby
the elements of such set do not need to meet structural requirements (e.g.,
compoundness). In turn, when referring to specific regions of a process schema,
we use the notion of process fragment. Such a fragment refers to a sub-graph of a
process schema with single entry and single exit node.
In addition to the described control flow elements, a process schema contains
process-relevant data objects as well as data edges linking an activities with data
objects. More precisely, a data edge either represents a read or write access of
the respective activity to the referred data object.
At run-time, process instances are created and executed according to the
predefined process schema. Activity instances, in turn, represent executions of
single process steps (i.e., activities) of a particular process instance. Moreover,
during run-time a particular data element may be written multiple times, resulting
in a series of data values for it. Finally, the notion of process instance set refers
to a set of process instances executed by the PAIS. In turn, the process instances
of such a set may be enacted based on the same process schema, but may also
run on different process schemes.
During the execution of a process instance, events may be triggered, either
by the process instance itself (e.g., start / end event of the process instance), by
a process node (e.g., start / end event of an activity instance, cf. Fig. 1), or by an
external source (e.g., receipt of a message). We use the notion of event as general
term for something happening during process execution. We assume that activity
instances are executed according to the activity life cycle depicted in Fig. 1.
When a process instance is started, its activities have state Not Activated. As
soon as a particular activity becomes enabled, its enters state Activated. When a
user starts the activity instance in this state, the latter switches to state Started
and a corresponding start event is generated. As soon as the user completes the
activity instance, its state switches to Completed and an end event is generated.
Finally, non-executed activities enter state Skipped (e.g., activities contained in
an outgoing path of an XOR-split not selected during run-time).
2.2 Time Patterns
Time Patterns (TP) represent temporal constraints commonly occurring in
PAISs. In [18, 19], we identified 10 time patterns (cf. Fig. 2) and described them
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Fig. 1. Activity life cycle and relevant events

informally. We further provided empirical evidence for the relevance of these
patterns, i.e., each time pattern was observed in at least 3 different application
domains.
The 10 time patterns can be divided into 4 distinct categories based on
their semantics (cf. Fig. 2). Pattern Category I (Durations and Time Lags)
provides support for expressing durations of process elements at different levels
of granularity, i.e., activities, activity sets, processes, or sets of process instances.
Further, it covers time lags between activities or—more generally—between
process events (e.g. milestones). Pattern Category II (Restricting Execution
Times) allows specifying constraints regarding possible execution times of single
activities or entire processes (e.g., activity deadlines). In turn, Category III
(Variability) provides support for expressing time-based variability during process
execution (e.g., varying control-flow depending on temporal aspects). Finally,
Category IV (Recurrent Process Elements) comprises patterns for expressing
temporal constraints in connection with recurrent activities or process fragments
(e.g., cyclic flows and periodicity).
Category I: Durations and Time Lags

Category II: Restricting Execution Times

TP1

Time Lags between Activities

TP4

Fixed Date Elements

TP2

Durations

TP5

Schedule Restricted Elements

TP3

Time Lags between Events

TP6

Time-based Restrictions

TP7

Validity Period

Time
Patterns
Category III: Variability
TP8

Time-dependent Variability

Category IV: Recurrent Process Elements
TP9

Cyclic Elements

TP10

Periodicity
* TP = Time Pattern

Fig. 2. Pattern catalogue [19]

Example 1 introduces a simple process along which we will illustrate selected
time patterns (cf. Example 2). A basic understanding of these patterns is required
in order to understand their formal definition given in Section 4.
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Example 1 (Patient Treatment Process). Consider the simplified patient
treatment process depicted in Fig. 3. First, a doctor orders a medical procedure
for his patient. Then, the responsible nurse makes an appointment with the
department (e.g., radiology department) the procedure will take place. Before the
treatment may be performed, the patient needs to be informed about the procedure
and be prepared for it. Just before the treatment starts, a specific preparation is
required. In turn, after completing the treatment, the doctor creates a short report
if requested. Finally, aftercare is provided and the doctor creates a final medical
report, which is then added to the patient record.

appointment

TP2: Duration
maximum duration 1h

TP4: Fixed Date Element
appointment

inform
patient
instruct
procedure

create short
report
prepare
treatment

make
appointment

perform
treatment

perform
after-care

~

create
report

prepare
patient

TP5: Schedule Restricted Element
Monday till Friday from 8am to 4pm

TP10: Periodicity
Drug A at 8am, 1pm and 6pm
Drug B every 2h

TP2: Duration
1h - 4h
TP1: Time Lag between two Activities
exactly 1 day

TP1: Time Lag between two Activities
maximum 1 week

Fig. 3. Treatment process with temporal constraints

When considering the temporal perspective of this rather simple business
process, a number of temporal constraints can be observed. Example 2 relates
these temporal constraints to the time patterns from Fig. 2.
Example 2 (Temporal Constraints). Consider again Fig. 3. The appointment of the treatment, made in the context of activity make appointment, must
be observed during process execution. This constitutes a Fixed Date Element
(TP4) restricting the earliest start date of the respective activity. Furthermore,
the respective date will be set during run-time by activity make appointment
and stored in data object appointment. In particular, this constraint affects the
scheduling of preceding activities as well; e.g., the patient needs to be prepared
exactly 1 day before his or her treatment takes place. This represents a Time
Lag between two Activities (TP1) from the start of prepare patient to the
start of perform treatment. Hence, preparation needs to be scheduled in accordance with the appointment of the treatment. Additionally, preparation of
the patient may be only done during opening hours of the anesthetics department,
i.e., from Monday till Friday between 8am and 4pm. In turn, this represents a
Schedule Restricted Element (TP5). It further restricts possible execution
times of prepare patient and hence the ones of the treatment itself. Next, due
to a tight schedule of the treatment room, the preparation of the treatment must
not take more than 1 hour; otherwise the treatment is delayed. This represents
a maximum Duration (TP2) on activity prepare treatment. The treatment
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itself, in turn, may take from 1 hour up to 4 hours, which represents a minimum and maximum Duration, i.e., an interval. Finally, during the execution of
activity perform aftercare, different drugs are given to the patient according
to a treatment plan defined by activity perform treatment. Such a treatment
plan may state, for example, that drug A must be administered every day at
8 am, 1 pm, and 6 pm, and drug B every two hours except when drug A is
administered within the same hour. This plan represents a Periodicity (TP10);
more precisely, it constitutes the underlying periodicity rule of the Periodicity
represented by activity perform aftercare.
This example demonstrates the diversity and complexity of the temporal perspective of business processes. It further illustrates why process modeling languages
like BPMN are by far not sufficient to properly describe the temporal perspective of business processes. For example, time patterns like Schedule Restricted
Elements (TP5), Time Lags between two arbitrary (not succeeding) Activities
(TP1), and Periodicity (TP10) cannot be properly described using BPMN [19].
Similarly, Example 2 emphasizes the need for a precise and formal semantics of
the different time patterns.
To cope with the variability and to keep the number of distinct patterns
manageable, design choices (DC) allow for the parametrization of the time
patterns [18, 19]. For example, whether a time lag represents a minimum value,
maximum value, or both (i.e., an interval) constitutes a design choice of the Time
Lags between Activities pattern (TP1). We denote a specific combination of design
choices of a time pattern as pattern variant. Usually, existing PAISs only support
a subset of the design choices available for a particular pattern (i.e., pattern
variants). Note that design choices influence the formal semantics of the time
patterns as well. For example, consider the Duration pattern (TP2) applied to an
activity. To be able to exactly decide on the semantics of this pattern, it becomes
necessary to specify whether the duration corresponds to a minimum value, a
maximum value, or both (i.e., a time interval); i.e., the semantics of this time
pattern is determined by taking the respective design choice into account. Hence,
the formalizations provided in this paper consider design choices as well. Finally,
when applying a specific pattern variant to a process schema the particular
restriction represented by the pattern occurrences needs to be determined (e.g.,
the time of the appointment for pattern Fixed Date Element, or the duration
value for pattern Duration). For this purpose parameter values allow determining
the specific temporal constraint represented by a pattern occurrence. Parameter
values, in turn, may either be set at build-time (i.e., all process instances share
the same value) or at run-time, i.e., when creating or executing process instances.
In the latter case, the particular parameter value is stored in a data object of
the process instance when creating it or executing an activity. The stored data
value is then read by the corresponding pattern occurrence during run-time. For
this purpose, a pattern occurrence may be linked to a data object by means of a
data edge (e.g., data object appointment in Fig. 3).
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3 Research Method
This paper complements our previous work on workflow time patterns. Our
goal is to provide a formal semantics for each of the time patterns independent
of a particular process meta model. The overall procedure comprising pattern
identification and the definition of pattern semantics is illustrated in Fig. 4. This
section describes the research method (cf. Fig. 4) applied when identifying the
time patterns (i.e., selection criteria and identification procedure) [18, 19]. We
further describe essential requirements for defining pattern semantics and the
procedure applied for their elicitation. Finally, we sketch the validation procedure
we applied to ensure that pattern semantics meets the one expected by domain
experts (cf. Fig. 4).

Data
Sources

Pattern
Identification

Systematic
Literature
Review

Pattern
Validation

Lanz et. al (2012)

Domain
Experts

Definition of
Patterns Semantics

Academic
Approaches

Validation of
Patterns Semantics

This paper

Fig. 4. Applied research method

3.1 Initial Pattern Identification
Selection criteria for the time patterns have been “patterns covering temporal
aspects relevant for the modeling and control of business processes and activities
respectively” [19]. In particular, other process aspects (e.g., data flow) or time
support features (e.g., escalation management, verification) were not considered
and are thus outside the scope of this paper as well.
To ground the time patterns on a solid basis, first of all, a candidate list
was created based on the knowledge and experiences of the authors in this field.
Design choices were introduced for parameterizing the patterns in order to keep
the number of different patterns manageable. Following this, large sets of cases
and process schemata were analyzed (cf. Table 1) in order to provide empirical
evidence for each of the time patterns and to further refine the pattern list. This
finally resulted in a set of 10 time patterns.
To validate the time patterns and to further asses their relevance and completeness, in addition, a systematic literature review was conducted [19]. Finally,
different approaches and tools were evaluated regarding the support of the time
patterns proposed [19].
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3.2 Pattern Semantics: Requirements and Procedure
On the one hand, formal pattern semantics should be as generic as possible, on
the other, it must be as specific as necessary to avoid ambiguities. Additionally,
it must consider all pattern variants that may be configured due to different
combinations of design choices.
We first analyze the data sources used for pattern identification (cf. Table 1)
to elaborate on the intended semantics of each pattern occurrence. Next, we
combine semantics of all occurrences of a specific pattern to obtain its overall
semantics. Thereby, we specifically consider the respective variant of the pattern
occurrence. Finally, if possible, we remove unnecessary restrictions from the
overall patterns semantics.

Data Sources
Healthcare Domain (Women Hospital) [26, 27, 28]
88
Healthcare Domain (Internal Medicine) [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] 93
Automotive Domain [34, 35]
55
On-demand Air Service [36, 37]
2
Airline Catering Services [38]
Transportation [39]
9
Software Engineering [40]
10
Event Marketing
Financial Service
10
Municipality Processes [41]
4
Total: 273

processes
processes
processes
processes
1 process
processes
processes
1 process
processes
processes
processes

Table 1. Data sources [19]

As emphasized, any pattern semantics is only useful for PAIS engineers if it
is defined independent of a particular process modeling language (e.g., BPMN,
EPC) or process modeling paradigm (e.g., imperative vs. declarative). Workflow
patterns have been defined based on languages such as Petri Nets [10] or picalculus [42], which have an inherent formal semantics. However, such formalisms
cannot be used to define the semantics of time patterns without significant
extensions since they do not consider the temporal perspective at all. Beyond
that, different techniques commonly used for describing the temporal properties
of a system exist. Examples include temporal logics [43], timed petri nets [44], and
timed automata [45]. In principle, these techniques can be also used for describing
the formal semantics of time patterns as well. However, most of them are either
related to a particular process modeling paradigm or cannot be intuitively applied
to describe high-level temporal constraints.
To be independent of such particulars, this paper uses execution traces as
basis of pattern formalization due to their language-independence as well as
their close relation to the execution semantics of processes. An execution trace
represents a possible execution of a process schema indicating all events that
occurred during the execution of the respective process instance together with
their time stamps (cf. Sec. 4.1 for details). Based on execution traces we can
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specify which execution traces (i.e., process instances) are valid according to the
time patterns found in the respective process schema. Thus, we are independent
of the particular process modeling language and paradigm; yet we are still able
to precisely define pattern semantics.
3.3 Pattern Semantics: Validation
To validate the formal semantics of the time patterns, we reconsider each pattern
occurrence observed in any data source (cf. Table 1), and compare the described
semantics with our formal definitions. If the semantics of one of the pattern
occurrences in our data sources is not precise enough, we ask domain experts
to provide further details. Whenever necessary, we discuss a pattern occurrence
with the respective domain expert in order to be sure that our pattern semantics
meets the one the expert has in mind.
To further validate the formal semantics, we present it to different domain
experts and process engineers and ask them whether they meet the description
of the respective time pattern as well a their own expectations. For this purpose,
we develop a representative set of interactive animations of the different time
patterns and respective pattern variants displaying the defined formal semantics
(a sub-set of these animations can be found on the project website [20]). We
then present these animations to different subjects (i.e., domain experts and
process engineers) and ask them to (a) describe the meaning of the shown pattern
variant and (b) whether or not this matches their expectation. Regarding process
engineers, we further show them a set of process fragments each exhibiting a set
of temporal constraints. We then ask them to describe their interpretation of the
respective process fragment. Next, for half of the process fragments we ask the
subject to give a set of execution traces of the process fragment which are either
consistent or inconsistent with respective temporal constraints. For the other
half of cases we present the subject a set of corresponding execution traces and
ask them whether or not in their opinion they are consistent with the temporal
constraints of the process fragment.
In case a modification of the formal definition of the semantics of a particular
time pattern is required, we implement it. Then the overall validation process is
started from scratch for that particular pattern semantics. This is to ensure that
the respective modification has no unintended consequences.
In a final step, we compare our formal semantics with existing approaches
for verifying the consistency of the temporal perspective (cf. Sec. 5). Since these
approaches are based on some formalism used for verification (e.g., temporal
constraint networks [46], project network technique [47]) they come along with
an inherent semantics that can be derived from the respective formalism. Thus,
for each pattern supported by the respective approach we compare our formal
semantics with the one of the respective approach. The latter, in turn, we obtain
by combining the formalism used for verification and the translation procedure
from the process schema to this formalism.
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4 On the Formal Semantics of Time Patterns
Since we use execution traces to define pattern semantics, Section 4.1 first defines
basic notions (e.g., event and trace) used throughout this paper. Section 4.2 then
provides the formal semantics of each of the time patterns presented in [19].
4.1 Temporal Execution Traces
We use the notion of event as general term for something that happens during the
execution of a process instance (cf. Fig. 5). For example, the start and end of an
activity, executed in the context of a particular process instance, constitute such
events (cf. Fig. 1 and Fig. 5). However, external events (e.g., reaching a milestone
or receiving a message) may exist as well. Additionally, there are intermediate
activity events, which may be triggered inside a long-running activity (cf. Fig. 5).
e9

External Event

Process Start Event
Activity Start Event
e0

A3

1

3

3

eA E
1

e2

Activity End Event

A4

eA E

eA S

A1

eA S

Milestone Event

e10
eA S
4

4

5

e7

A6

A5

eA S

Process End Event

eA E

eA E
5

eA S
6

eA I
6

eA E
6

e8

Process Event

Intermediate Activity Event

Fig. 5. Events occurring during a process

Definition 1 (Process schema, Process instance, Event, Event occurrence). Let PS be the set of all process schemes and let E be the set of all
Events. Then, the set of all events that may occur during the execution of an
instance I of process schema S P PS is denoted as ES  E (Note, that without
loss of generality we assume unique labeling of events). Let further C be the total
set of absolute time points. Then:
ϕ  pe, tq P E

C

denotes the occurrence of event e P E at time point t P C, i.e., t defines the exact
point in time at which event e occurred. Moreover, ΦS  ES  C denotes the set of
all possible event occurrences during the execution of process schema S. Finally,
for the sake of brevity, we use notions ϕe and ϕt when referring to event e or
time stamp t of an event occurrence ϕ  pe, tq.
♦
Based on events and event occurrences, we define the notion of temporal
execution trace (trace for short). We assume that all events related to the
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execution of a particular process instance are recorded in a temporal execution
trace together with a time stamp designating their time of occurrence.1 Formally:
Definition 2 (Temporal Execution Trace). Let PS be the set of all process
schemes. Then: QS denotes the set of all possible temporal execution traces
producible on process schema S P PS. Let ΦS be the set of all possible event
occurrences that may occur during the execution of S and ϕ  pe, tq P ΦS denote
the occurrence of event e at point in time t. A temporal execution trace σS P QS
is then defined as ordered set of event occurrences ϕi :
σS

 hϕ1 , . . . , ϕn i , ϕi P ΦS , i  1, . . . , n, n P N

Without loss of generality, we assume that events in σS do not occur at exactly
the same point in time.
♦
Since pattern semantics is defined based on events and event occurrences
we provide a definition of nodes and activities based on events. In particular,
respective definitions are based on the events that may occur during the execution
of the particular node (activity). Thereby, nodes represent both activities and
control connectors (cf. Sec. 2.1).
Definition 3 (Node and Activity). Let PS be the set of all process schemes
and NS  2ES be the set of all nodes based on which process schema S P PS is
specified. Further, node n P NS is defined as unique, non-empty set of events
n  ES (i.e., @n P NS : n  H) Thereby, the sets of events of all nodes of a
process schema S are disjoint: @n, m P NS , n  m : n X m  H. An occurrence
of a node n in a temporal trace σS is marked by the occurrence of at least one of
the respective events, i.e., De P n, Dt P C : ϕe  pe, tq P σS .
An activity, in turn, is a special kind of node with a single start and a single
end event (cf. Sec. 2.1). Let AS  NS be the total set of activities based on
which process schema S P PS is specified. An activity a P AS contains (at
least) a unique start event eaS and a unique end event eaE , i.e., @a P AS :
DeaS , eaE P ES : teaS , eaE u  a. In turn, occurrence of an activity a is marked by
the occurrence of at least both the start event eaS and the end event eaE in trace
σS , i.e., Dt1 , t2 P C : ϕaS  peaS , t1 q P σS ^ ϕaE  peaE , t2 q P σS .
♦
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the processing of control connectors
(e.g., XOR-splits, and AND-joins) does not take any time during process execution.
If a control connector does consume time during its execution (e.g., evaluating
an XOR decision), this can be represented by an activity directly preceding the
control connector.
To illustrate these definitions consider Example 3.
1

A temporal execution trace can usually be extracted from the execution log generated
by a PAIS during the execution of a process instance [1].
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Example 3 (Temporal Execution Trace). Consider Fig. 5. A temporal execution trace of the depicted process schema may be as follows:2
σ

 hpe0 , 2q, peA S , 5q, peA E , 10q, pe2 , 11q, peA S , 15q, peA E , 18q,
pe10 , 19q, peA S , 30q, peA I , 32q, peA E , 37q, pe7 , 38q, pe8 , 39qi
1

1

6

5

6

5

6

This trace indicates that the particular process instance was started (i.e., e0 ) at
time point 2. At time point 5, activity A1 was started (eA1 S ). In turn, A1 was
completed at time point 10 (eA1 E ). Next, event e2 occurred at time point 11 and
the lower path was chosen, which is indicated by the occurrence of start event
eA5 S related to activity A5 . Further note that none of the events of the upper path
occur within the trace as the respective path has been deselected. After completing
activity A5 (eA5 E ), milestone event e10 was triggered. Next, A6 was started at
time point 30. Furthermore, during the execution of A6 , the intermediate activity
event eA6 I was triggered. Finally, after completion of A6 , events e7 and e8 were
triggered completing the process instance.
A path constitutes a connected part of a process schema with a single entry
and a single exit node.
Definition 4 (Path). The set of all paths within a process schema S P PS is
denoted as PS . In turn, a path % P PS is represented as subset E%  ES of all
events producible on process schema S, where E% contains all events that may
occur during the execution of path %. In particular, a path is compound and has
a single entry and a single exit node connecting it with the remaining process.
Thereby, for each split node, the respective join node is also contained and vice
versa.
♦
Paths are also denoted as single-entry single-exit regions (SESE) [48].
Example 4 (Paths). Consider Fig. 5 which shows a process schema with several
different paths. For example, activities A3 and A4 (i.e., events eA3 S , eA3 E , eA4 S ,
and eA4 E ) constitute a path. Likewise, activities A5 and A6 represent a path.
Furthermore, the process fragment containing activities A1 , A3 , A4 , A5 , and A6
as well as nodes e2 and e7 constitutes another path. Finally, note that according
to Definition 4 each of the activities represents a path by its own.
When defining time pattern semantics, we must also deal with patterns for
which the iteration of a loop structure needs to be taken into account.
Example 5 (Cyclic Elements). Consider the process depicted in the upper
part of Fig. 6. It contains two nested loops: the inner loop L2 contains two
alternative branches either executing activity A6 or A7 . Therefore, the time lag
between A6 and A7 must be a Cyclic Element (TP9) since A6 and A7 cannot be
executed within the same iteration of the respective loop. In turn, time pattern
TP9 requires the target activity to be contained in an iteration succeeding the
2

Note that in the following, without loss of generality, we use integers starting at 0
for representing absolute time points c P C.
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one to which the source activity belongs. Assume that the cyclic element only
restricts the maximum time lag between directly succeeding iterations of the two
activities (design choice K[a]), i.e., only if A7 is executed in an iteration of Loop
L2 directly after A6 , but without executing another instance of A6 , A7 or A10
in between, the respective maximum time lag must be obeyed. To formalize this
semantics, it is not sufficient to introduce an iteration counter for activities. For
instance, considering Example 5 it cannot always be detected whether another
iteration of loop L1 has been executed between the two instances of activities A6
and A7 . Hence, the current iteration of the outer loop L1 must be considered as
well.
Generally, it is necessary to always consider the iteration of the inner-most
loop in respect to the iteration of any surrounding loop. When considering Fig. 6,
for example, an instance of activity A6 may belong to the 3rd iteration of loop
L2 within the 2nd iteration of loop L1 .
For the sake of simplicity and to be able to uniquely identify the iteration of
each activity, we presume well-nested loops (see Fig. 6). Based on this, we define
the notion of (loop) iteration as follows:
Definition 5 (Iteration). Let S P PS be a process schema. Then: a loop L is a
specific path % P PS with the loop start node as entry node and the corresponding
loop end node as exit node. The set of possible iterations of process schema
S P PS is then given as IS  2PS N . Based on IS , the iteration of a loop is
defined as ordered set
I

 hpL0 : nL q, . . . , pLk : nL qi P IS
0

k

I uniquely identifies each loop and its current iteration with respect to the iteration
of any surrounding loop. Thereby, L0 is the respective process schema and Li
p1 ¤ i ¤ kq the i-th loop structure. In turn, nLi p1 ¤ i ¤ kq designates the
iteration count of loop Li with respect to its directly surrounding loop Li1 .
In turn, function iterpσS , ϕq returns the current iteration of the inner-most
loop surrounding event ϕe . Formally:
iter : QS
with

 ΦS ÞÑ IS

iterpσS , ϕq  hpL0 : nL0 q, . . . , pLk : nLk qi

with L1 , . . . , Lk being the loop structures surrounding event ϕe .

♦

Example 6 (Iteration). In Fig. 6 below the depicted process schema, a temporal
execution trace, together with the respective value of iterpσS , ϕq for each of the
events in the trace, is shown. For example, regarding the occurrence of event eA7 S
during the 2nd iteration of loop L2 within the 1st iteration of loop L1 , we obtain
iter pσS , peA7 S , qq  hpL0 : 1q, pL1 : 1q, pL2 : 2qi

This is indicated in the second line of the execution trace depicted in Fig. 6.
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e0

A6

A1

A3

e2

e4

e5

A7
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TP9: Cyclic Element

e9

e8

A10

e11

A12

e13

loop L2
loop L1

Possible trace (without timestamps) and respective iterations:
Trace
(Events) ñ eloooooooomoooooooon
0 , eA1 S , eA1 E , e
2 , e A3 S , e A3 E , e
4 , e5 , eA6 S , eA6 E , e8 , e9 , . . .
loooooooomoooooooon
looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
loooooooomoooooooon

p

iter σS ,ϕ

p

q

q

p

h L0:1 i

qp

q

p

h L0:1 , L1:1 i

qp

qp

q

h L0:1 , L1:1 , L2:1 i

. . . , e4 , e5 , eA7 S , eA7 E , e8 , e9 , loooooooooomoooooooooon
eA10 S , eA10 E , e11 , eloooooooomoooooooon
2 , e A3 S , e A3 E , . . .
loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon

p

qp

qp

p

q

(eAi S : start event,
and eAi E : end event
of activity Ai )

qp

q

h L0:1 , L1:1 i

h L0:1 , L1:1 , L2:2 i

p

qp

q

h L0:1 , L1:2 i

. . . , elooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
4 , e5 , eA6 S , eA6 E , e8 , e9 , e
A10 S , eA10 E , e11 , e
A12 S , eA12 E , e13
loooooooooomoooooooooon
looooooooomooooooooon

p

qp

qp

q

h L0:1 , L1:2 , L2:1 i

p

qp

q

h L0:1 , L1:2 i

p

q

h L0:1 i

Fig. 6. Nested loops and iterations

Based on Definition 5, Table 2 summarizes useful notions. Note that, these
facilitate the formalization of the time patterns.
Since a particular event may occur multiple times within a trace (e.g., in
connection with loops), we further define function occurpσS , eq. It returns all
event occurrences of an event e within a trace :
Definition 6 (Trace Occurrences). Let S P PS be a process schema and σS
a temporal trace on S. Then: occurpσS , eq corresponds to a function returning
all occurrences ϕ  pe, q of event e P ES within σS . Formally:
occur : QS
with

 ES ÞÑ 2Φ

S

occurpσS , eq  tϕ P σS |Dt P C : ϕ  pe, tq P σS u
♦

Note that Definition 6 implies that occurpσS , eq  H holds, if Et P C : pe, tq P σS ,
e.g., in case the respective path has been skipped (cf. Example 3).
Similar to events, activities may occur multiple times within a trace. In turn,
each instance of an activity is marked by the occurrence of its start and end event
(cf. Definition 3). Therefore, we define function occurpσS , aq, which returns all
instances of a particular activity a (i.e., occurrences of the start and end events)
within a trace:
Definition 7 (Activity Occurrence). Let S P PS be a process schema and
σS a temporal trace on S. Then: occurpσS , aq is a function that returns all occurrences pϕS , ϕE q of the start and end event eaS , eaE P ES of activity a P AS
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Let σS  hϕ1 , . . . , ϕn i P QS be a temporal execution trace on process
schema S. Then:
Iteration I occurs in trace σS , denoted as σS $ I, iff

Dϕ P σS : iterpσS , ϕq  I
For an iteration I  hpL0 : nL q, . . . , pLk : nL qi, the next iteration succpI q
0

k

is defined as

succpI q 

pL0 : nL q, . . . , pLk1 : nL  q, pLk : nL
0

k

1

k

1q

Iteration Ia is adjacent to iteration Ib , denoted as Ia k Ib , iff
– Ib represents the first iteration of an inner loop of Ia , i.e, for n ¥ 1:
Ia
Ib

 hpL0 : nL q, . . . , pLk : nL qi ^
 hpL0 : nL q, . . . , pLk : nL q, pLk
0

k

0

k

1:

1q, . . . , pLk

n:

1 qi

or
– Ia represents the last iteration of an inner loop of Ib , i.e., for n ¥ 1:

 pL0 : nL q, . . . , pLkn : nL  q, . . . , pLk : nL q ^
Ib  pL0 : nL q, . . . , pLkn : nL  q ^
@mPrkn,ks :
!
nL  max x|σS $ pL0 : nL q, . . . , pLm1 : nL  q, pLm : xq

Ia

0

k

n

0

k

n

m

k

0

m

1

Iteration Ib is a succeeding iteration of iteration Ia , denoted as Ia

psuccpIa q  Ib q _

)


DI 1 P IS : succpI 1 q  Ib _ I 1 k Ib ^ Ia

Ib , iff

I1

Table 2. Useful notions

within σS .3 Thereby, two occurrences of events eaS and eaE belong to the same
activity instances if they occurred within the same iteration. Formally:
occur : QS

 AS ÞÑ 2Φ

S

ΦS

with
occurpσS , aq  tpϕS , ϕE q P ΦS

 ΦS |
P occurpσS , ea q ^ ϕE P occurpσS , ea q
^ iterpσS , ϕS q  iterpσS , ϕE qu

ϕS

S

E

♦

Finally, for the sake of readability, we will omit subscript S in the formulas if
the respective process schema is evident in the given context.
3

Remember that teaS , eaE u  a (cf. Definition 3)
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4.2 Time Pattern Semantics
The semantics of the time patterns can now be defined by characterizing the
temporal execution traces σS that may be produced by instances of process
schema S. In particular, we specify which temporal execution traces satisfy the
temporal constraints expressed by any time pattern applied to S. Formally:
Definition 8 (Compliance). A temporal execution trace σS P QS is compliant
with the set of temporal constraints defined on process schema S P PS if and
only if σS is compliant with each of the temporal constraints corresponding to S.
In this context, compliance of a trace with a particular temporal constraint on S
is defined by the semantics of the respective time pattern.
♦
Note that the notions from Definitions 1-8 are independent of any particular
process meta model. Based on them, we describe the formal semantics of the
time patterns. Thereby, we do not differentiate whether the parameter values of
a pattern are set during build-time, process creation-time, or run-time (Design
Choice A) as this does not affect formal pattern semantics. Nevertheless, we
consider which value of a parameter is valid for a specific pattern instance; i.e., if
the parameter value of a pattern occurrence may be modified during run-time
(e.g., deadlines may be changed), we specify which value is relevant for a particular
instance of a pattern occurrence when defining pattern semantics.
Example 7 (Run-time Parameter Values). Consider the process schema
depicted in Fig. 7. The process contains a maximum time lag between activities
A2 and A4 . The respective value of the time lag is provided during run-time by
data object time lag. Data object time lag, in turn, is written by activities
A1 and A5 . It is important to note that activity A5 may be executed (or more
important be completed) either before, during, or after executing activity A4 .
Depending on the completion time of activity A5 the time lag may use different
parameter values, i.e., values of data object time lag. It is therefore important
to know which of these values is valid for a particular instance of the time lag.
parameter value
time
lag

e0

A1

A2

TP1: Time Lag between Activities
maximum value
e3

A4

e6

e7

A5

Fig. 7. Run-time parameter value and concurrent change
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Finally, to structure formalization effects, we bundle time patterns having
similar or related foundations (and therefore formalization).
Our first set of time patterns having similar foundations comprises patterns
TP1 (Time Lags between two Activities), TP2 (Duration), TP3 (Time Lags
between Arbitrary Events), and TP9 (Cyclic Elements). These patterns restrict
the relative time distance between pairs of events that may occur during the
execution of a process instance. What kind of relative time distance is expressed,
constitutes a pattern-specific design choice (Design Choice D); i.e., the time
distance can be a minimum value, a maximum value, or an interval (i.e., both
minimum and maximum). The kind of events to which a specific pattern can
be applied may be also restricted by the pattern itself; e.g., a time lag between
activities may only be applied to the start or end events of two different activities.
Furthermore, only pairs of event occurrences whose iterations are compliant with
the respective pattern may be considered; e.g., for time pattern activity Duration
(TP2; DC C[a]), the occurrences of the start and end event of the respective
activity must belong to the same iteration.
Definition 9 (Relative time distance between events). Let C be the total
set of absolute time points and D be the set of relative time distances. Let eX
and eY represent source and target events of the time distance, i.e., the events
between which the time distance is specified. Compliance of a given trace σ with
a relative time distance between events eX and eY is then defined as follows:
All valid pairs of event occurrences ϕ  peX , q and ψ  peY , q must satisfy
the relative time distance as it is effective at the occurrence time of the target
event ψ. Thereby, a pair of event occurrences is valid if their iterations are
compliant with the respective pattern. This is expressed by pattern-specific function
valid : Q  Φ  Φ Ñ Boolean. In turn, function distance : Q  E  E  C Ñ 2D
represents the parameter value of the respective pattern occurrence between events
eX and eY as it is effective at time t (cf. Example 7). Finally, whether or not a
pair of event occurrences ϕ and ψ satisfies the relative time distance, depends on
the kind of temporal distance represented by the pattern (i.e., minimum distance,
maximum distance, or time interval; cf. Design Choice D). In turn, this is defined
by function
compareR : C  C  2D Ñ Boolean
with

compareRpϕt , ψ t , dq

$ t
'
&ϕ minpdq ¤ ψt
 'ψt ¤ ϕt maxpdq
%ϕt minpdq ¤ ψt ¤ ϕt

maxpdq

if min distance (DC D[a])
if max distance (DC D[b])
if time interval (DC D[c])

All patterns of the first set (i.e., pattern TP1, TP2, TP3, and TP9) can now
be formalized using Formula (1) and applying different restrictions to eX , eY ,
and validpσ, ϕ, ψ q:

@ϕ P occurpσ, eX q, @ψ P occurpσ, eY q :
validpσ, ϕ, ψ q ñ compareRpϕt , ψ t , distancepσ, eX , eY , ψ t qq

(1)
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♦

Formula (1) expresses that for each valid pair of occurrences of the source and
target events, the time distance between them must be compared with the current
parameter value of the respective pattern (according to the kind of time distance
represented by the pattern; cf. Design Choice D). In this context, note that only
the parameter value (i.e., the data value) which is valid at the occurrence time of
the target event is considered (see distancep, , , ψ t q and cf. Example 7). Based
on this general definition, the semantics of time patterns TP1, TP2, TP3, and
TP9 will be defined.
Time pattern TP1 restricts the time lag between two activities A and B.
Pattern Semantics 1 (TP1: Time Lags between Activities). The semantics of time pattern TP1 can be defined using Formula (1) by applying the
following restrictions to eX , eY , and validpσ, ϕ, ψ q:
(a) Depending on the kind of relation a time lag represents (i.e., Start-Start,
Start-End, End-Start, or End-End; cf. Design Choice E), event eX either
corresponds to the start or end event of the source activity. Likewise, eY
corresponds to the start or end event of the time lag’s target activity.
(b) The two activities or more precisely their events must either belong to the
same or an adjacent iteration, i.e., the first or last iteration of an inner
loop.4 Consequently, it holds:
validpσ, ϕ, ψ q  piterpσ, ϕq  iterpσ, ψ qq _ piterpσ, ϕq k iterpσ, ψ qq
Restriction (a) expresses, for example, that for an End-Start relation between
two activities (e.g., A3 and A6 in Fig. 8), eX corresponds to the end event of
the source and eY to the start event of the target activity, i.e., the constraint
restricts the time lag between the end event of the source and the start event of
the target activity.
In turn, restriction (b) expresses that the two activities (i.e, respective event
occurrences) must either belong to the same or to an adjacent iteration. The
second part of (b) can then be interpreted as follows: The definition of the pattern
semantics needs to be valid in connection with loops as well. As illustrated in
Fig. 8, considering time lags between two activities (TP1) of which one resides
inside a loop and the other one outside this loop (e.g., a time lag between activities
A1 and A3 in Fig. 8) is a challenging task due to the unclear semantics of such
scenario. This becomes even more complicated when considering nested loops as
well. For example, consider a time lag between activities A1 and A6 in Fig. 8.
There exist several possible semantics for such a time lag. First, time lags whose
source activity is contained in one loop and whose target activity is inside a
nested loop (cf. Fig. 8) might only apply to the first or last iteration of the nested
loop. Second, such “inbound” time lag may be applied to all iterations of the
inner loop as well (effectively leading to different semantics for minimum and
4

Note that the adjacency operator k has been defined in Table 2
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maximum time lags). Third, the time lag may be augmented by meta information
describing the iteration or iterations it applies to. Note that the same holds for
time lags whose source activity is inside a nested loop and whose target activity
is outside that loop (cf. Fig. 8). To resolve this issue, the current definition of the
semantics of pattern TP1 restricts the application of such a time lag to adjacent
iterations of respective loops, i.e., it restricts an “inbound” time lag to the first
iteration of a loop and an “outbound” time lag to the last iteration of a loop. If
necessary, this can be extended to specific iterations of the respective loops.

A6
e0

A1

e2

A3

e4

e5

A7

e9

e8

A10

loop

e11

A12

e13

loop

Fig. 8. Time lags and loops

Example 8 (Pattern Semantics 1). We illustrate Pattern Semantics 1 for
the process schema depicted in Fig. 9. This schema contains a minimum time lag
of 10 between the end of activity A1 and the start of activity A6 , and a maximum
time lag of 7 between the start of A3 and the start of A7 . Based on this process
schema, for example, traces σ1 -σ3 may be produced.

 hpe0 , 0q, peA S , 1q, peA E , 3q, pe2 , 4q, peA S , 10q, peA E , 12q,
pe5 , 13q, peA S , 14q, peA E , 15q, peA S , 17q, peA E , 19q, pe8 , 20qi
σ2  hpe0 , 0q, peA S , 2q, peA E , 5q, pe2 , 6q, peA S , 8q, peA E , 10q,
pe5 , 11q, peA S , 13q, peA E , 19q, peA S , 25q, peA E , 27q, pe8 , 28qi
σ3  hpe0 , 0q, peA S , 4q, peA E , 7q, pe2 , 8q, peA S , 10q, peA E , 18q,
pe5 , 19q, peA S , 20q, peA E , 22q, peA S , 23q, peA E , 29q, pe8 , 30qi
σ1

1

1

6

1

3

6

7

6

7

1

6

1

7

4

1

6

3

4

7

3

6

7

3

7

Trace σ1 is compliant with the set of temporal constraints defined on the
process schema. For example, the time lag between A1 and A6 is observed as
ϕteA1 E

minpdistancepσ, eA1 S , eA6 E , ϕteA6 E qq  3

10  13 ¤ ϕteA6 S

 14

and the time lag between A3 and A7 as
ϕteA7 S

 17 ¤ ϕte

A3 S

maxpdistancepσ, eA3 S , eA7 S , ϕteA7 S qq  10

7  17.

In turn, trace σ2 is not compliant with the temporal constraints defined by the
process schema. Although the time lag between A3 and A7 is fulfilled, as activity
A3 is not executed, the one between A1 and A6 is not fulfilled:
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ϕteA1 E

minpdistancepσ, eA1 S , eA6 E , ϕteA6 E qq  5

10  15 ¦ ϕteA6 S
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 13.

Finally, trace σ3 is not compliant with the process schema. This time the time
lag between A1 and A6 is observed, but the time lag between A3 and A7 is not,
because it holds
ϕteA7 S

 23 ¦ ϕte

A3 S

maxpdistancepσ, eA3 S , eA7 S , ϕteA7 S qq  10

7  17.

end-start time lag
minimum 10
start-start time lag
maximum 7
A3
e0

A1

e2

A4

e5

A6

A7

e8

Fig. 9. Illustration of Pattern Semantics 1

We next consider the semantics of time pattern TP3. Remember that TP3
restricts the time lag between two arbitrary events.
Pattern Semantics 2 (TP3: Time Lags between Arbitrary Events).
The semantics of TP3 can be expressed based on Formula (1) and applying the
following restrictions to eX , eY , and validpσ, ϕ, ψ q:
(a) Both eX and eY constitute arbitrary events.
(b) As for Pattern Semantics 1, respective events have to belong either to the
same or an adjacent iteration. Hence, it holds:5
validpσ, ϕ, ψ q  piterpσ, ϕq  iterpσ, ψ qq _ piterpσ, ϕq k iterpσ, ψ qq
As can be seen in the context of Pattern Semantics 2, TP3 constitutes a
generalization of TP1 [19], effectively removing restriction (a) as specified for
Pattern Semantics 1.
Time pattern TP9 restricts the time lag between activities A and B across
iterations.6 As discussed in [19], time pattern TP9 is a variant of time pattern
TP1. However, instead of enforcing the two activity instances to be inside the
same or adjacent iterations of a loop, we require the instance of the target activity
to be contained in an iteration succeeding the one to which the source activity
belongs.
5

6

For the sake of simplicity we assume same restrictions as for TP1. We are aware that
this might not always be desired. However, it is no problem to adapt this definition
for cases where other relations between iterations are required.
Note that A and B may represent the same activity.
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Pattern Semantics 3 (TP9: Cyclic Elements). The semantics of time pattern TP9 can be expressed based on Formula (1) and by applying the following
restrictions to eX , eY , and validpσ, ϕ, ψ q:
(a) For eX and eY , the same restrictions as for Pattern Semantics 1 apply.
(b) The activities and corresponding events of a cyclic element must either
belong to directly succeeding iterations or to arbitrary, but succeeding
iterations (Design Choice K ). Hence, it holds:
validpσ, ϕ, ψ q

$
'
'
&succpiterpσ, ϕqq  iterpσ, ψq
 ' piterpσ, ϕq iterpσ, ψqq^
'
pσ, ϕe q Y occurpσ, ψe q :
% pEωiterP poccur
σ, ϕq iterpσ, ω q iterpσ, ψ qq

if directly succeeding
iterations (DC K[a])
if arbitrary, but succeeding iterations (DC
K[b])

Restriction (b) can be interpreted as follows: Depending on design choice
K, the target event must either occur in the directly succeeding iteration of
the source event (Design Choice K[a]) or in an arbitrary iteration succeeding
the iteration of the source event (Design Choice K[b]). In the first case, the
succeeding iteration of the source event (i.e., succpiterpσ, ϕqq) corresponds to the
iteration of the target event. In the second case, the target event must belong
to an iteration succeeding the one of the first event (i.e., iterpσ, ϕq iterpσ, ψ q).
However, there may not be any occurrence of either the source ϕe or the target
ψ e event inbetween these two iterations.
Time pattern TP2 allows expressing that a particular activity, activity set,
process, or set of process instances must obey a duration restriction. Its semantics
is quite similar to Pattern Semantics 1-3 since it considers the relative time
distance between events as well.
Pattern Semantics 4 (TP2: Durations). For an activity or process (Design
Choice C[a] and C[c]), respectively, the semantics of TP2 is defined based on
Formula (1) by applying the following restrictions to eX , eY , and validpσ, ϕ, ψ q
(a) Depending on the chosen granularity (i.e., activity or process) to which
the pattern is applied eX (eY ) corresponds to the start (end) event of the
activity or process, respectively.
(b) Both events of a valid pair must belong to the same activity (process)
instance and therefore the same iteration, i.e,
validpσ, ϕ, ψ q  piterpσ, ϕq  iterpσ, ψ qq

In turn, for an activity set A  A (Design Choice C[b]) Formula (1) needs
to be extended to consider sets of events as well. Let EX represent the set
of start events and EY the set of end events of all activities from A. Further,
function duration : Q  2A  C Ñ 2D represents the parameter values of the
corresponding pattern on A as it is effective at time t.
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– For a minimum duration (Design Choice D[a]), it must hold that for each
valid pair of occurrences of events eX P EX and eY P EY , there exists at least
one pair of event occurrences within the same iteration which satisfies the
respective minimum duration:

@a P A : @pϕS , ϕE q P occurpτ, aq ñ
 De P E , De P E : Dµ P occurpσ, e q, Dν P occurpσ, e q :
X
X
Y
Y
X
Y
 validpσ, µ, ν q ^ iterpσ, ϕS q  iterpσ, µq

ñ µt minpdurationpσ, A, ν t qq ¤ ν t

(2)

Each iteration may have several valid event pairs. However, only one of these
pairs must obey the given minimum duration. In this context, note that the
duration of the activity set corresponds the maximum time distance between
any events of the set.
– A maximum duration (Design Choice D[b]) must be met by all valid pairs of
event occurrences eX P EX and eY P EY

@eX P EX , @eY P EY : @ϕ P occurpσ, eX q, @ψ P occurpσ, eY q :
validpσ, ϕ, ψ q ñ ψ t ¤ ϕt maxpdurationpσ, A, ψ t qq

(3)

– For a time interval (DC D[c]), both Formula (2) and Formula (3) must be
satisfied.
For handling a set of process instances (DC C[b]), the above formulas must be
extended to consider different process instances. In this case EX (EY ) represents
the start (end) events of all process instances of the set. For the sake of brevity,
we omit respective formulas here.
Regarding Pattern Semantics 1-4, it is noteworthy that none of the described
formalizations requires that all referred events are present in a temporal execution
trace; e.g., a maximum time lag between two activities is trivially fulfilled if the
target activity is never executed within the respective process instance.
As another set of time patterns with similar foundations we consider patterns
TP4 (Fixed Date Element) and TP7 (Validity Period). Both patterns refer
to absolute points in time and may be applied to either an activity or process
(Design Choice C ). Finally, they can restrict the earliest start, latest start, earliest
completion, or latest completion date of the activity or process, respectively
(Design Choice F ).
Definition 10 (Absolute time point of an event). Let C be the total set of
absolute time points. Compliance of a given trace σ with an absolute time point
for event e is defined as follows: All occurrences ϕ  pe, q of the event must
satisfy the absolute time point as it is effective at the time the event occurred.
Thereby, function date : Q  E  C Ñ C represents the parameter value of the
pattern occurrence as it is effective at time t. Finally, whether an event occurrence
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ϕ satisfies an absolute time point depends on the kind of date (i.e., earliest/latest
start date, earliest/latest completion date) restricted by the respective constraint
(Design Choice F) and is expressed by function
compareA : C  C

Ñ Boolean

with
compareApϕt , tq



#

t ¤ ϕt
ϕt ¤ t

if earliest start or completion date (DC F[a] or F[c])
if latest start or completion date (DC F[b] or F[d])

Both patterns TP4 and TP7 can be formalized using Formula (4) by applying
different functions for datepσ, e, tq.

@ϕ P occurpσ, eq : compareApϕt , datepσ, e, ϕt qq

(4)

Depending on the kind of process element (i.e., activity or process; Design Choice
C) and the kind of date restricted by the constraint (i.e., earliest/latest start,
earliest/latest completion; Design Choice F), event e either corresponds to the
start or end event of the activity (process).
♦
Time pattern TP4 allows expressing that a particular activity (process)
instance must be executed in relation to a particular date.
Pattern Semantics 5 (TP4: Fixed Date Element). The semantics of time
pattern TP4 can be expressed using Formula (4). In this context, datepσ, e, ϕt q
corresponds to a function returning the parameter value of the pattern occurrence
as it is effective for process instance σ at the time of event occurrence ϕ  pe, tq.
Example 9 (Pattern Semantics 5). We illustrate Pattern Semantics 5 along
the process from Fig. 10. It contains a fixed date constraining the latest end date
of activity A2 . In turn, the parameter value of the fixed date (i.e., the value of
function date) is determined by activity A1 and may be modified by activity A3 .
Traces σ1 and σ2 may be produced based on this process schema.
D
σ1  pe0 , 0q, peA1 S , 2q, peA1 E , 4qtdatepσ,eA2 E ,t¥4qÐ7u , peA2 S , 5q,
E
peA3 S , 6q, peA2 E , 7q, peA3 E , 10qtdatepσ,eA2 E ,t¥10qÐ12u , pe4 , 12q

 pe0 , 0q, peA S , 2q, peA E , 4qtdatepσ,e ,t¥4qÐ12u , peA S , 5q,
E
peA E , 6qtdatepσ,e ,t¥6qÐ8u , peA S , 7q, peA E , 9q, pe4 , 12q
Thereby, peA E , 4qtdatepσ,e ,t¥4qÐ7u , for example, indicates that after the occurrence of event eA E the value of datepσ, eA E , q is changed to 7, i.e.,
@t ¥ 4 : datepσ, eA E , tq  7 (cf. trace σ1 ).
σ2

D

1

3

1

A2 E

1

2

2

A2 E

1

2

3

A2 E

2
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σ1 complies with the fixed date constraining activity A2 as the parameter value
of this fixed date is set to 7 by A1 and not modified by A3 before completing A2 .
Hence, for the completion event of A2 it holds
ϕtA2 E

7 ¤

datepσ, eA2 E , ϕtA2 E q  7.

In turn, σ2 is not compliant with the fixed date constraining A2 . Initially, the
parameter value of this fixed date element is set to 12 by activity A1 . However,
before completing A2 , activity A3 is executed. Further, A3 changes the parameter
value of the fixed date element to 8. Hence, for the completion of A2 it holds
ϕtA2 E

9 ¦

datepσ, eA2 E , ϕtA2 E q  8.

parameter value
fixed
date

A2
e0

A1

fixed date on
latest completion
e4

A3

Fig. 10. Illustration of Pattern Semantics 5

Time pattern TP7 allows restricting the life time of an activity (or process)
to a certain validity period.
Pattern Semantics 6 (TP7: Validity Period). The semantics of TP7 can
be expressed based on Formula (4). Thereby, the value of datepσ, e, tq is independent of both the current process instance σ and time t, i.e., datep, e, q  const.
Note that Pattern Semantics 5 and 6 are quite similar. As only difference,
for Pattern Semantics 6 the value of function datep, e, q is independent of the
particular process instance and the current time. In turn, for Pattern Semantics 5
the actual return value of datepσ, e, tq may be different for each process instance
and time point. Nevertheless, the impact the respective time patterns (i.e., TP4
and TP7) have on process execution is quite different; e.g., TP7 should be verified
prior to creation of any process instance, whereas TP4 may only be verified
during run-time. Consequently, semantics of time patterns TP4 an TP7 (i.e.,
Pattern Semantics 5 and 6) are defined separately.
We now consider the semantics of time pattern TP5 (Schedule Restricted
Elements). As discussed in [19], TP5 allows restricting the possible execution
times of an activity (or process) through a schedule. In turn, a schedule constitutes
an abstract representation of a possibly infinite set of time slots described in
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terms of a finite expression. Since we do not want to restrict the representation
of such a schedule (e.g., [49, 50]), we require that it can be materialized as a set
of subsets of the absolute time points C (i.e., as a set of time slot).
Definition 11 (Schedule). A schedule s is a possibly infinite set of continuous
subsets (i.e., intervals / time slots) of the absolute time points C. Formally:
s  trtmin , tmax s|rtmin , tmax s  C u  2C
♦

Based on Definition 11, the semantics of time pattern TP5 (Schedule Restricted
Element) can be defined:
Pattern Semantics 7 (TP5: Schedule Restricted Elements). Trace σ is
compliant with a schedule s for event e of an activity if for all event occurrences
ϕ  pe, q the respective time stamp ϕt is contained within one of the time slots
of the schedule. Thereby, function schedule : Q  E  C Ñ 2C represents the
parameter value (i.e., the schedule) of the pattern occurrence as it is effective
at time t. Formally:

@ϕ P occurpσ, eq : Drtmin , tmax s P schedulepσ, e, ϕt q : tmin ¤ ϕt ¤ tmax

(5)

Depending on the kind of process element (Design Choice C ) and the kind of
date restricted by the constraint (Design Choice F ), event e either corresponds
to the start or end event of the activity (process).
Example 10 (Pattern Semantics 7). Fig. 11 illustrate Pattern Semantics 7.
It shows a simple process with a schedule restricting the start of activity A1 .
Thereby, the schedule is given by expression s  tr5 10  i, 9 10  is|i ¥ 0u 
tr5, 9s, r15, 19s, r25, 29s, . . .u.
Traces σ1 and σ2 may be produced based on this process schema.

 hpe0 , 0q, peA S , 2q, peA E , 9q, pe2 , 10qi
σ2  hpe0 , 0q, peA S , 6q, peA E , 11q, pe2 , 12qi
σ1

1

1

1

1

σ1 is not compliant with the respective schedule restriction on A1 as
ϕtA1 S

2 R

s  tr5, 9s, r15, 19s, r25, 29s, . . .u.

In turn, σ2 is compliant with the schedule restriction:
ϕtA1 S

6 P

s  tr5, 9s, r15, 19s, r25, 29s, . . .u.

Time-based Restrictions (TP6) allow us to restrict the number of executions
of an activity, a set of activities, a process, or a set of process instances (Design
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e2
Schedule restriction on start
s = { [5+10*i, 9+10*i] | i≥0 }

Fig. 11. Illustration of Pattern Semantics 7

Choice G) within a given time frame; e.g., a particular activity must not be
executed more than once per day. This can be formalized by comparing the
number of executions of the respective activities (processes) within the particular
time frame on one side with a given minimum or maximum number of executions
(Design Choice H ) on the other.
When considering the semantics of pattern TP6, a subtle difference between
the different pattern variants can be observed, which has not been covered by
the original design choices yet [19]. To be able to completely define the semantics
of time pattern TP6, Design Choice U must be considered as well (cf. Fig. 12).
Based on this, the number of executions of a particular activity within a time
frame can be defined.
Definition 12 (Executions per time frame). Let σS be a temporal trace on
process schema S P PS.
Function compareT expresses whether the execution time frame rϕtS , ϕtE s of
an activity occurrence pϕS , ϕE q and the given time frame rtmin , tmax s fulfil the
restriction set out by Design Choice U. Formally:
compareT : 2C

 2C Ñ Boolean

with
compareTprtmin , tmax s, rϕtS , ϕtE sq

$
rtmin , tmax s X rϕtS , ϕtE s  H
'
'
'
t
t
'
'
&rϕS , ϕE s  rtmin , tmax s
' t
ϕS P rtmin , tmax s
'
'
'
'
%ϕtE P rtmin , tmax s

Overlapping time frames (DC U[a])
Execution time frame contained in
given time frame (DC U[b])
Start of execution within given time
frame (DC U[c])
End of execution within given time
frame (DC U[d])

Function executions returns the number of occurrences of an activity a P AS
within a given time frame rtmin , tmax s. Formally:
executions : QS

 AS  2C ÞÑ N

with
executionspσS , a, rtmin , tmax sq


(
  pϕS , ϕE q P occurpσS , aq | compareT prtmin , tmax s, rϕtS , ϕtE sq  true 
♦
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Design Choice U
U) Execution time frame of the activity (process) and the given time
frame may be compared in different ways.
a) Overlapping time frames
b) Execution time frame contained in given time frame
c) Start of execution within given time frame
d) End of execution within given time frame
Fig. 12. Design Choice U for time pattern TP6

Based on Definition 12, the semantics of time pattern TP6 (Time Based
Restrictions) can be defined:
Pattern Semantics 8 (TP6: Time-based Restrictions). For the sake of
simplicity, we assume that a time-based restriction is applied to a set of activities
A  A related to the same process instance (DC G[a]). In this case, compliance
of a given trace σ with a Time-Based Restriction on A is defined as follows:
– A temporal trace σ is compliant with a maximum number n of concurrent
executions (Design Choices H[b], I[a]) of activities A  A, iff

@a P A : @pϕS , ϕE q P occurpσ, aq :

¸

a1 A

P

executionspσ, a1 , rϕtS , ϕtE sq

¤n

For a minimum number of concurrent executions (Design Choice H[a]), the
same formula applies, if using “¥ n” at the end.
– In case of a time-based restriction on the number of executions per time period
(Design Choice I[b]), respective time periods may be represented as a schedule
s  trtmin , tmax s|rtmin , tmax s  C u (cf. Def. 11). Then: A temporal trace σ is
compliant with a maximum number n of executions (Design Choice H[a]) of
activities A  A per element of schedule s iff:

@rtmin , tmax s P s :

¸
P

executionspσ, a, rtmin , tmax sq

¤n

a A

For a minimum number of executions per time period (Design Choice H[b]),
the same formula applies, if using “¥ n” at the end.
For a set of activities belonging to different process instances (Design Choice
G[b]) or a set of process instances (Design Choice G[c]), these sums must
be calculated considering the set of temporal traces. For the sake of brevity,
respective formulas are omitted here.
The first part of Pattern Semantics 8 calculates the execution numbers of activities from set A within execution time frame rϕtS , ϕtE s of any occurrence pϕS , ϕE q
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related to an activity a P A. For each activity occurrence, this number is then
compared with the given maximum number of concurrent executions. The second
part of Patterns Semantics 8 calculates the execution numbers of activities a P A
for each time slot of schedule s. It then compares this number with the given
maximum number of executions per time period. The same applies to a minimum
number of executions.
Time pattern TP8 (Time-dependent Variability) allows varying the control
flow depending on time aspects. Thus, it restricts the set of events a compliant
temporal execution trace may contain; i.e., events belonging to a selected path
must occur within the trace, whereas events related to a deselected path must
not occur within the respective trace (cf. Example 3).7
Each instance of the pattern is triggered by a decision point represented by a
specific event ed (e.g., an XOR-split; cf. event e2 in Fig. 9). To formalize time
pattern TP8 and to abstract from a concrete system implementation we define
function eval. It allows evaluating the condition at the time the decision event ed
occurs for each of the possible paths %. Thereby, the current iteration I and the
current process instance σ are considered.
Definition 13 (Evaluate). Function eval evaluates the condition associated
with a path % P P at time t the decision point ed occurs. Formally:
eval : Q  P

 E  C ÞÑ Boolean
♦

The concrete implementation of function eval depends on the formalism used
to describe the conditions for path selection. Depending on the outcome of
function eval, the sub-traces of the respective path (i.e., the traces producible by
this path) must or must not occur within the trace. Based on Definition 13, the
semantics of TP8 is defined as follows:
Pattern Semantics 9 (TP8: Time-dependent Variability). A temporal
trace σ is compliant with a time-dependent XOR or a time-dependent late
binding (Design Choice J[a]) iff for all paths %, affected by the time-dependent
variability, the following condition is met:

@µ P occurpσ, ed q :
revalpσ, %, ed , µt q  true
ñ E%  H _ De P E% : Dϕ P occurpσ, eq : iterpσ, ϕq  iterpσ, µqs
^
revalpσ, %, ed , µt q  f alse
ñ @e P E% : @ϕ P occurpσ, eq : iterpσ, ϕq  iterpσ, µqs
7

(i)

(ii)

In case of late binding a path only consists of a single activity representing the service
chosen in this path.
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In turn, the semantics of a time-dependent deferred choice (Design Choice J[b])
can be defined based on Patterns Semantics 1, i.e., this semantics is the same
as for the a time lag between two activities plus the semantics of the deferred
choice workflow pattern [10]. For sake of brevity, the respective definition is
omitted here.
Pattern Semantics 9 can be interpreted as follows: For each occurrence of the
decision event and for each outgoing path %, it is checked whether the condition
is fulfilled. In case this condition evaluates to true either the path must be empty
or at least one of its events must occur in the trace with the same iteration as
the occurrence of the decision event (i). Otherwise, none of the events of the
deselected path may occur within the same iteration as the occurrence of the
decision event (ii).
As discussed in [19], a Periodicity (Time Pattern TP10) can be realized
during run-time by using suitable combinations of time patterns TP1-6, TP8, and
TP9. As example consider the periodicity depicted in Fig. 13 and its potential
realization shown inside the activity. The semantics of pattern TP10 can be
defined based on the one of the patterns used for realizing the periodicity during
run-time. Therefore, no explicit semantics is provided for this pattern.

cyclic element; end-start
min 4h
A

B

Time-based Restriction
3 times per day

TP10: Periodicity
Drug A at ~ 8am, 1pm and 6pm
Drug B every ~2h

Schedule Restricted Element
s = { 8-9 am, 1-2 pm, 6-7 pm }
cyclic element; end-start
interval [1:45h, 2:15h]

Fig. 13. Illustration of Periodicity and possible realization

4.3 Conclusion
Based on Pattern Semantics 1-9 we are able to check whether a given temporal execution trace is compliant with all temporal constraints defined on the
corresponding process schema. In this context, there is no particular restriction
regarding the time patterns a process schema may contain, i.e., a single process
schema may contain several occurrences of all pattern variants. However, it must
be ensured that for each possible path that may be selected during process
execution, there exists at least one execution trace that is compliant with all
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temporal constraints defined. Otherwise, the temporal perspective of the process
schema is inconsistent since it contains conflicting temporal constraints, i.e., the
process schema contains a path that cannot be executed without violating at
least one of the temporal constraints. Formally:
Definition 14 (Consistency). A process schema S P PS is consistent with
the set of temporal constraints defined on S, if for each possible path % P PS
there exists at least one temporal execution trace σS P QS that is compliant (cf.
Definition 8) with the set of temporal constraints defined on S.
♦
Example 11 (Consistency). Consider the process depicted in Fig. 14. Now
assume that at XOR-split e3 the lower path is chosen. In this case a possible
execution trace is
σte3 Ñloweru

 hpe0 , 0q, peA S , 1q, peA E , 4q, pe2 , 5q, pe3 , 6q, peA S , 9q, peA E , 15q,
peA S , 18q, peA S , 20q, peA E , 25q, peA S , 28q, peA E , 35q, pe6 , 36q,
peA S , 37q, peA E , 40q, peA E , 45q, pe11 , 46q, peA S , 48q,
peA E , 58q, pe13 , 59qi
1

1

9

5

7

10

8

9

10

7

8

5

12

12

This particular execution trace complies with all temporal constraints on the
process schema. For example, maximum process duration is satisfied as ϕte13 
ϕte0  59 ¤ 60. Moreover, all duration constraints are observed. Finally, the two
time lags between A1 and A10 as well as between A9 and A12 , which are active
for this trace, are satisfied as ϕteA1 E 25 ¥ ϕteA10 S and ϕteA9 S 35 ¥ ϕteA12 S .
However, in case the upper path is chosen at XOR-split e3 , no valid execution
traces exists that is compliant with all temporal constraint on the process schema.
In particular, the path determining the shortest time to complete the process (i.e.,
the critical path) is given by e0 , A1 , e2 , e3 , A4 , e6 , A7 , e11 , A12 , and e13 ; this sums
up to a minimum process duration of 72. In turn, this violates the maximum
process duration of 60. Consequently, the process schema is inconsistent, as there
exists an execution path for which no valid trace can be found.
Furthermore, the time lags between A1 and A4 , A1 and A10 , and A4 and
A10 , as well as the activity duration constraints defined for activities A4 and A10
cannot be completely satisfied at the same time. The earliest possible time, activity
A4 may be completed after completing A1 corresponds to ϕteA1 E 20 30. In turn,
the latest possible time A10 may be completed after completing A1 corresponds
to ϕteA1 E 25 10. Hence, pϕteA1 E 25 10q  pϕteA1 E 20 30q  35  50 
15 R r10, 10s holds. Consequently, these constraints will never be completely
satisfied at the same time.
Example 11 indicates the complexity for verifying the consistency of a process
schema in respect to its temporal constraints [24, 25]. Things become even more
complicated due to the fact that not all time patterns can be verified at buildtime [19]. For example, the fixed date element of an activity cannot be verified
at build-time since not all parameter values are known [19]; i.e., generally the
particular date of this element is set during run-time.
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end-start
min 20

A4
e3

e0

A1
[1; 5]

e2

e6

[30; 40]

A5

fixed date on
latest completion

A7
[5; 15]

e11

end-end
[-10; 10]

[5; 15]

A8

A9

A10

[5; 15]

[5; 15]

[5; 10]

end-start
max 25

A12

e13

[10; 30]

end-start
max 35

[1; 60]

Fig. 14. Process containing different time patterns

Overall, the formal semantics of time patterns as presented in this paper may
serve as a solid and sound framework for verifying the consistency of a process
schema containing temporal constraints during build-time. Moreover, it may
serve as basis for verifying and monitoring the consistency of process instances
during run-time.

5 Validation
This section discusses how we validated the described formal semantics of the
time patterns against approaches from academia. The goal of this validation is to
evaluate how well the described formal semantics matches the semantics inherent
to these approaches. In particular, we consider the well-known proposals made by
Bettini [24, 51], Combi [5, 25], Eder [7, 52], and Zhuge [53, 54]. These approaches
were selected based on a systematic literature review (see [19] for details). In
particular, they provide the broadest support of the time patterns, i.e., each of
them considers at least 4 of the presented time patterns. Further, they provide
an implementation for some of the time patterns.
For each approach we determine the impact an occurrence of a specific pattern
variant has on the traces producible by a process instance that is compliant with
the pattern according to the respective formalism. We then compare this impact
with the defined formal semantics to determine to what degree they harmonize
with each other.
5.1 Bettini et al.
Bettini et al. [24, 51] use simple temporal problems (STP), a special variant of
temporal constraint networks [46], as basic formalism for verifying the consistency
of the temporal perspective of a process schema. Simply spoken, a STP is a
directed graph whose vertices represent variables and whose arcs correspond
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to constraints between these variables. Each variable has an assigned domain
represented by an interval on the positive integers. In turn, each arc represents a
(temporal) constraint between the two variables it connects, which is described
by an interval on the integers. A STP is denoted as consistent if the graph has
a solution, i.e., there exist values for the variables from the associated domains
such that all constraints are satisfied [46]. A process schema is now translated
into a set of STPs by decomposing the process schema along its XOR-splits, i.e.,
each resulting STP corresponds one possible execution path (cf. Fig. 15). When
transforming an execution path into a STP, each activity is decomposed into its
start and end event. For each of these events a variable is added to the set of
vertices. For each activity, the variables of its start and end event are connected
by an arc. Further, for each control edge an arc is added between the variables
corresponding to the two events connected by it. Initially, the domains of all
variables as well as temporal constraints of the arcs are left undefined, i.e., the
assigned interval covers the domain of all positive integers. As example for this
translation consider the process depicted in the upper part of Fig. 15 and the
two corresponding STPs in the lower part of the figure. Finally, loops and the
dynamic setting of the parameter value of a pattern occurrence at run-time are
not considered by this approach.
Regarding time patterns, the proposal made by Bettini et al. [24] considers
patterns Time Lags between two Activities (TP1) (called “temporal distance”),
and Durations of activities (TP2, design choice C[a]). Further, Fixed Date Elements for activities (TP4, design choice C[a]) (called “deadline constraint”),
and Schedule Restricted Elements for activities (TP5, design choice C[a]) are
discussed, although no details on the implementation are provided.
A time lag between two activities (TP1) in a process schema is translated
to the STP by adding an arc between the two variables representing the events
corresponding to the two activities. The temporal constraint of the arc is then
set to the parameter value of the time lag (cf. Fig. 15); i.e., in case of a minimum
value the lower bound of the interval is set to the respective value, whereas for
a maximum value the upper bound of the interval is set. The other bound is
left unrestricted (i.e., it is set to 8). For an interval value, both bounds of the
temporal constraint are set to the respective values. According to [46], an arc
i Ñ j from variable i to j labeled with an interval d represents the constraint
minpdq ¤ Xj  Xi ¤ maxpdq ; Xi , Xj P N represent the values assigned to
variable i and j respectively. Note that this corresponds to Xi minpdq ¤ Xj ¤
Xi maxpdq, which, in turn, is equal to function compareR (cf. Definition 9).8
Since the approach does not consider loops, only one pair of event occurrences
exists. Therefore, this semantics of a time lag between activities corresponds to
Pattern Semantics 1.
Similarly, an activity duration (TP2, design choice C[a]) in a process schema
is translated to the STP by setting the parameter value of the pattern as temporal
constraint for the arc between the variables representing the start and end event
of the activity (cf. Fig. 15). Consequently, this semantics is equivalent to the one
8

Using maxpdq  8 and minpdq  8 for minimal and maximal value, respectively.
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Process

end-start time lag
minimum 10
A3
A1

e0

[3; 5]

e2

e5

A4

[1; 7]

A6

A7

[2; 9]

[5; 8]

e8

[12; 17]

start-start time lag
maximum 35

STPs

[10, ∞]
[0, ∞]

e0

[0, ∞]

process duration
maximum 60

A1S

[1, 7]

A1E

[0, ∞]

A3S

[3, 5]

A3E

[0, ∞]

e2

e5

[0, ∞]

A6S

[2, 9]

A6E

[0, ∞]

A7S

[5, 8]

A7E

[0, ∞]

e8

e5

[0, ∞]

A6S

[2, 9]

A6E

[0, ∞]

A7S

[5, 8]

A7E

[0, ∞]

e8

[-∞, 35]
[-∞, 60]

e0

[0, ∞]

A1S

[1, 7]

A1E

[0, ∞]

e2
[0, ∞]

A4S

[12, 17]

A4E

[0, ∞]

[-∞, 35]
[-∞, 60]

Fig. 15. A Process schema and its corresponding STPs

of Pattern Semantics 5. Other kinds of duration (i.e., activity set, process, set of
process instances) are not discussed. Nevertheless, it is possible to translate the
duration of a process (TP2, design choice C[c]) to a constraint between the first
and last variable of the STP (similar to a time lag between activities). Again,
this translation yields the same semantics as defined by Pattern Semantics 5 for
this pattern variant.
An implementation of fixed date elements for activities (TP4, design
choice C[a]) is not presented by [24], although the authors claim that they
provide a way to assign a deadline to an activity. In our understanding, it is
possible to implement a fixed date element by restricting the domain of the
variable representing the start or end event of the activity (depending on the date
restricted by the pattern occurrence, i.e., design choice F). In turn, this results in
a constraint Xi P domi , where Xi represents the value of variable i and domi the
domain of this variable. Since domi is an interval, this constraint can be rewritten
as minpdomi q ¤ Xi ¤ maxpdomi q. Consequently, this semantics corresponds to
the one of Pattern Semantics 5 (assuming that for an earliest/latest date only the
minimum/maximum of the domain is set to the respective value of the pattern
and the other part is left at 8).
Support of schedule restricted elements for activities (TP5, design choice
C[a]) is claimed, but no implementation is described. We are not aware of any
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straightforward approach to implement such a constraint based on STPs. Therefore, it is not possible to compare the semantics of the respective implementation
with our formal semantics.
Time lags between events (TP3) are not considered, but may be translated
to the STP the same way as TP1 (assuming that all events of the process schema
are translated to variables in the STP). Again the resulting semantics corresponds
to the one of Pattern Semantics 2. Finally, since dynamic changes of the parameter
value of a time pattern during run-time are not considered, a validity period
(TP7) can be implemented the same way as a fixed date element. Therefore, its
semantics is equivalent to Pattern Semantics 6.
5.2 Combi et al.
The approach suggested by Combi et al. [5, 25] also uses simple temporal problems
(STP) as formalism for verifying the consistency of the temporal perspective of
a process schema. However, unary constraints (i.e., domains of variables) are
represented by an arc between a special origin variable (representing time point
0) and the respective variable having the corresponding domain as temporal
constraint. Again, a process schema is decomposed along its XOR-splits into
a set of STPs, such that each STP represents one possible execution path (cf.
Fig. 15). In particular, the transformation process is similar to the one used
by Bettini et al. (cf. Sec. 5.1). Additionally, well-nested loops are considered.
Thereby, each loop is associated either with a minimum and maximum number
of iterations or a maximum duration for completing all iterations of the loop.
Based on this, a loop can be transformed into a consecutive set of XOR-splits
for deciding whether the next iteration shall be executed or remaining iterations
shall be skipped (cf. Fig. 16). In turn, this can be translated into a STP the same
way normal XOR-splits are handled. Furthermore, the dependencies between
resulting STPs are considered, i.e., implicit constraints discovered in the STP
of one execution path are propagated to the STPs of all other execution paths
containing the involved variables. Finally, changing the parameter value of a
pattern occurrences during run-time is not considered.
exit

min iteration: 2
max iteration: 4
B

exit

exit
repeat

B

B‘

repeat

B‘‘

B‘‘‘

3. Iteration

4. Iteration

repeat
1. Iteration

2. Iteration

Fig. 16. Converting a Loop to a Set of Consecutive XOR-splits

In terms of the time patterns Combi et al. [5, 25] consider Time Lags between
Activities (TP1) and Durations of activities (TP2, design choice C[a]). Further,
Fixed Date Elements for the earliest start and the latest completion of activities
(TP4, design choices C[a], F[a,d]) are considered. Finally, [5] mentions Schedule
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Restricted Elements related the start of activities (TP5, design choices C[a], F[a])
and Periodicity (TP10). However, no implementation details are provided.
[25] discusses two different ways of defining a time lag between two activities (TP1): delays and relative temporal constraints. A delay corresponds to an
end-start time lag between two directly succeeding activities, i.e., it represents
“the duration at disposal [of the PAIS] for managing the start of the successor(s)
after the end of the predecessor(s)” [25, p. 7]. In turn, a “relative [temporal]
constraint limits the time distance [...] between the starting/ending instants
[(i.e., events)] of two nonconsecutive [...] nodes” [25, p. 8]. Therefore, it corresponds to a time lag between two activities. Both (i.e., delay and relative temporal constraint) are represented by an interval rM inDuration, M axDurations
and translated to the STP by adding an arc with a corresponding temporal constraint between the respective events. Again, this results in constraint
M inDuration ¤ Xj  Xi ¤ M axDuration, which is equivalent to function
compareR (see Definition 9). For time lags in connection with loops, [25, p. 9] defines that “tasks [(i.e., activities)] within a cycle [(i.e., loop)] may be constrained
only with respect to other tasks of the same cycle and these constraints are
verified each iteration of the cycle” [25, p. 9]. Therefore, inbound and outbound
time lags of a loop are excluded. For all other cases, this definition yields the
same semantics as defined by Pattern Semantics 1.
A duration of an activity (TP2, design choice C[a]) is specified in terms of
an interval rM inDuration, M axDurations and translated to the STP by adding
a constraint M inDuration ¤ AE  AS ¤ M axDuration, where AS and AE
correspond to the start and end event of the activity. Consequently, this semantics
is equivalent to the respective variant of pattern semantics 4. Other kinds of
durations (i.e., activity set, process, set of process instances) are not discussed.
Again, it is possible to translate the duration of a process to the STP yielding
the same semantics as Pattern Semantics 4 (cf. Sec. 5.1).
According to [25, p. 9] an “absolute constraint represents a time interval
during which an activity can be performed”, i.e., it represents a fixed date
element for the earliest start and latest completion of the activity (TP4, design
choices C[a], F[a,d]). When creating a process instance, this fixed date element is
converted “into bounds that are dependent from the staring instant [(i.e., event)]
of the [process] instance” [25, p. 13]. This is achieved by subtracting the starting
time of the process from the interval bounds and by adding a pair of arcs to
the STP: one between the start event of the process and the start event of the
activity, the other one between the start event of the process and the end event
of the activity. Both arcs have the same converted interval as temporal constraint
[25, p. 13]. Thus, an absolute constraint rtstart , tcompletion s is transformed to
the following two constraints: tstart  XS ¤ XAS  XS ¤ tcompletion  XS and
tstart  XS ¤ XAE  XS ¤ tcompletion  XS , where XS is the variable representing
the start event of the process instance and XAS , and XAE correspond to the
variables representing the start/end event of the activity. Since we know that
XAS XAE holds this inequations can be rewritten to tstart ¤ XAS XAE ¤
tcompletion . The latter is equivalent with the combination of the semantics of a
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fixed date element for the earliest start and a fixed date element for the latest
completion of the activity as defined by Pattern Semantics 5 for the respective
pattern variant. Thus, this semantics of an absolute constraint corresponds to the
one of a restricted variant of pattern fixed date element (cf. Pattern Semantics 5).
“A periodic constraint represents a periodic time interval during which an
activity can be started” [5, p. 7]. This is similar to a schedule restricted
element for the earliest and latest start of an activity (TP5, design choices
C[a], F[a,b]). However, no implementation details are provided by [5]. We are
unaware of any straightforward approach to implement such a constraint based
on STPs. Therefore, it is not possible to compare the semantics of the respective
implementation to our formal semantics.
Likewise periodic activities, which are similar to the periodicity pattern
(TP10), are mentioned by [5]. However, no details on the implementation are
provided. Again, we are not aware of any straightforward way to implement this
pattern using STP. Therefore, the semantics cannot be compared.
Time lags between events (TP3) are not considered, but again may be
translated to the STP the same way as TP1. Again the resulting semantics
corresponds to the one of Pattern Semantics 2. As discussed, a validity period
for an activity (TP7, design choice C[a]) may be implemented based on a fixed
date element. Therefore, the same statements as for fixed date elements apply.
Consequently, the semantics would be the same as defined by Pattern Semantics 6.
5.3 Eder et al.
The approach suggested by Eder et al. [7, 52] uses a timed workflow graph,
which constitutes an extension of the Critical Path Method (CPM) [55]—a well
known project planning method—as basic formalism. In turn, CPM uses activityon-node diagrams to represent and plan projects (cf. Fig. 17). Essentially, a
timed workflow graph is the same as the workflow graph. Each activity of the
process has a fixed duration and is augmented by two values for its earliest
and latest completion time. In particular, activity durations are considered to
be deterministic, i.e., activities are assumed to have the same duration for all
process instances. Consequently, the time of the activity start event can be
calculated based on the one of activity end event (and vice versa). Hence, the
approach only considers activity end events. To handle XOR-splits and -joins, the
timed workflow graph is extended in [52] by splitting up the earliest and latest
completion time into the earliest/latest completion of the best/worst case (cf.
Fig. 17). These four values are calculated for each activity by using a modified
version of the CPM algorithm. Finally, loops and the dynamic setting of the
parameter value of a pattern occurrences during run-time is not considered by
this approach.
Regarding time patterns, this approach considers patterns Time Lags between
two Activities (TP1) (called “upper and lower bound constraints”), fixed Durations
of activities (TP2, design choice C[a]), Fixed Date Elements (called “deadlines”)
for the latest completion of activities and processes (TP4, design choices C[a,c] and
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Activity Name
duration

lower bound constraint
A3
5
22 22
22 22

A1
7
7
7

7
7

A4
17
24 24
24 24

Earliest
Latest
Completion Time Completion Time
Best Case
Best Case

upper bound constraint

Earliest
Latest
Completion Time Completion Time
Worst Case
Worst Case

maximum process duration
A6
9
31 37
33 37

A7
8
39 60
42 60

upper bound constraint
lower bound constraint

ubc(A1, A6, 35 -7+9)
lbc(A1, A3, 10 +5)

Fig. 17. Timed Workflow Graph (of the process depicted in Fig. 15)

F[d]), and Schedule Restricted Elements for the earliest completion of activities
(TP5, design choices C[a] and F[c]) (called “fixed-date constraints”).
A lower bound constraint, i.e., a minimum time lag between two activities
(TP1, design choices D[a] and E[d]) is defined as follows: “The duration between
[activity end] events A and B must be greater than or equal to δ” [7, p. 3].
t
Taking our notation this results in formula ψB
 ϕtAE ¥ δ with ϕtAE and
E
t
ψBE being the time of occurrence of events A and B respectively. Further,
δ  minpdistancep, eAE , eBE , qq corresponds to the minimum time distance
between the two events, which is independent of the particular trace τ and the
particular time point. In turn, an upper bound constraint, i.e., a maximum
time lag between two activities (TP1, design choices D[b] and E[d]) is defined
as follows: “The time distance between [activity end] events A and B must be
smaller than or equal to δ”[7, p. 3]. Again, in our notation this results in formula
t
ψB
 ϕtAE ¤ δ  maxpdistancep, eAE , eBE , qq. Accordingly, this semantics of a
E
time lag between activities corresponds to the one of the respective variant of
Pattern Semantics 1. Since durations of activities are assumed to be the same
for all process instances (i.e., deterministic), start-start, start-end, and end-start
time lags may be also defined by adding the duration value of activity A or B
or both to the respective lower or upper bound constraint. Again, under the
given assumptions this results in a similar semantics as defined by Patterns
Semantics 1.
Eder et al. “assume that activity durations are deterministic” [7, p. 2], i.e., the
duration of an activity (TP2, design choices C[a]) is assumed to be the same for
t
all process instances. This results in formula ϕtAS dA  ψA
, where ϕtAS and
E
t
ψAE correspond to the time of occurrence of the start/end event of activity A, and
dA to the duration of A. In turn, this can be interpreted as an interval duration
of an activity–according to pattern semantics 4–with minpdurationp, A, qq 
dA  maxpdurationp, A, qq. Accordingly, this semantics may be considered a
restricted variant of Pattern Semantics 4.
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Fixed date elements for the latest completion date of activities (TP4,
design choice C[a] and F[d]) (called “deadlines”) are realized by ensuring that
the latest completion time of the respective activity is before or equal to the
corresponding deadline [7]. This results in condition ϕtAE ¤ deadline for the
time of occurrence ϕtAE of the end event of the activity. In turn, this yields same
semantics as Patterns Semantics 5 for this pattern variant. Again, since activity
durations are assumed to be deterministic, a fixed date for the latest start of an
activity can be specified by adding the duration of the activity to the respective
fixed date. This value is then used as deadline for the latest completion of the
activity. Again, this results in a restricted, but similar semantics as defined by
Pattern Semantics 5.
Schedule restricted elements for the completion of activities (TP5, design
choice C[a] and F[c,d]) are implemented using a so-called “fixed-date object”.
The latter represents “an abstraction that generalizes a typically infinite set of
dates (i.e. ’every other Monday’ [...])” [52, p. 7]. A fixed-date object is similar
to a schedule as set out by Definition 11. Further, it has two basic methods
T.nextpDq and T.prev pDq which return the next and previous valid date of an
arbitrary date D according to the fixed-date object, i.e., the start/end of the
next/previous time slot. During run-time, a schedule restricted element is then
implemented by setting the earliest completion time of the activity to the next
date valid according to the fixed-date object. Likewise, the latest completion date
is set to the previous valid date. This is similar to Patterns Semantics 8, but not
completely equal as gaps between different valid dates (i.e., between the first and
last valid time slot) are not fully considered. Therefore, our semantics is more
complete and accurate.
As discussed, the validity period of an activity (TP7, design choice C[a]) can
be implemented based on a fixed date element. Therefore, the same statements
as for fixed date elements apply. Consequently, the semantics would be the same
as defined by Pattern Semantics 6.
5.4 Zhuge et al.
Zhuge et al. [54, 53] do not use any specific formalism. Instead, temporal constraints are defined in terms of restrictions for start and completion times of
activities. In turn, this is similar to the way our semantics is defined. Moreover,
different time zones are considered when defining temporal constraints. However,
actually, this is not necessary: on one hand, temporal constraints are generally specified with respect to a reference time zone, on the other the temporal
constraints can be converted from one time zone to another (as implicitly demonstrated by [53]). Finally, neither loops nor dynamic changes of the parameter
value of a pattern occurrences during run-time are considered.
Regarding the time patterns, Zhuge et al. consider patterns Time Lags between
two activities (TP1), Durations of activities and processes (TP2, design choice
C[a, c]), and Fixed Date Elements for activities (TP4, design choice C[a]) (called
“fixed-point constraints”).
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Two different ways of specifying a time lag between two activities (TP1)
are discussed: flow duration and duration constraint on the time between activities.
A flow duration specifies the minimum and maximum time for passing control
from activity Ai to Aj . However, it is unclear whether activities Ai and Aj
must directly succeed each other. A flow duration is similar to an end-start time
lag (TP1, design choice D[c] and E[c]), yet not completely equal. Note that in
general, it cannot be ensured that the second activity is started immediately
after receiving control. Nevertheless, its semantics is defined similarly to the
interval variant of Pattern Semantics 1, i.e., a flow duration between activities
Ai and Aj is defined as [53, p. 233]: dpFij q ¤ S pAj q  E pAi q ¤ DpFij q where
E pAi q is the time of the end event of activity Ai , S pAj q is the time of the start
event of activity Aj , and dpFij q and DpFij q are the minimum and maximum flow
duration, respectively. In turn, a duration constraint restricts the maximum time
between the start event of activity Ai and the end event of activity Aj . Therefore,
it is similar to a start-end maximum time lag between the two activities (TP1,
design choice D[b] and E[b]). It is defined by formula E pAj q  S pAi q ¤ pj , where
S pAi q corresponds to the start of activity Ai , and E pAj q to the end of activity
Aj . Further, pj p maxpdistancep, eAi S , eAj E , qqq corresponds to the respective
duration constraint. In turn, this is similar to a maximum start-end time lag
according to Pattern Semantics 1. Consequently, the semantics of time lags
between two activities considered by [53] is equal to the respective variant of our
pattern semantics.
The duration of an activity A (TP2, design choice C[a]) is specified by a
minimum value dpAq and a maximum value DpAq. Furthermore, durations are
defined by formula dpAq ¤ E pAq  S pAq ¤ DpAq, with S pAq / E pAq being the
time of the start/end event of activity A. Consequently, this semantics corresponds
to the respective variant of Pattern Semantics 4. Moreover, a minimum process
duration is defined as d ¤ dpW fS q and a maximum one as DpW fL q ¤ D (TP2,
design choice C[c]). Thereby, d (D) corresponds to the minimum (maximum)
process duration. In turn, dpW fS q is the minimally possible duration of the
shortest process instance W fS . Likewise, DpW fL q is the maximally possible
duration of the longest possible process instance W fL . Hence, this semantics
does not match the one of time pattern TP2 (cf. Pattern Semantics 4). However,
the semantics defined by Zhuge et al. does not meet the intended semantics of a
process duration. In particular, it factors the actual duration of a process instance
out, but only considers the duration of the overall best/worst case, i.e., it only
considers process instances where all activities require their minimum/maximum
duration. Yet, this (almost) never happens. Consequently, the semantics defined
by Zhuge et al. is too strict. Hence, we are convinced that Patterns Semantics 4
meets the intended semantics of this pattern variant.
A fixed date element (TP4) for the latest start of activity Ai is defined by
formula S pAi q ¤ pi , with S pAi q being the time of the start event of activity Ai
and pi being the respective date. Other variants of pattern fixed date elements
(i.e., earliest start, or earliest latest completion) are defined analogously. Therefore,
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this semantics is a limited variant of Pattern Semantics 5 as it does not consider
changing the date value during run-time.
Again, a validity period for an activity (TP7, design choice C[a]) may be
implemented based on a fixed date element. Therefore, same statements as for
fixed date elements hold. Consequently, the semantics would be the same as
defined by Pattern Semantics 6.
5.5 Summary
Our validation has proven that in most cases our pattern semantics covers the
semantics of the evaluated approaches. It has further shown that the pattern
semantics we defined is the most general as it covers all special cases considered
by other approaches. In cases our pattern semantics differs from the one of the
described approaches, we could show, that ours is more precise, meeting the
intended semantics of the respective time pattern best. Finally, the introduced
pattern semantics is the only one addressing the impact of dynamic changes of
the parameter values of a pattern occurrence during run-time, which is important
when considering run-time support.

6 Discussion
Defining a formal semantics of time patterns provides significant benefits.
First, it gives the opportunity to uncover crucial aspects that might have
been neglected when only having an informal description.
Example 12 (Time Lags between Activities & Loops). As discussed in
Sec. 4.2, any semantics of the time patterns needs to be valid in connection
with loops as well. Especially, this applies to time pattern TP1 (Time Lags
between Activities). When formalizing this time pattern we discovered that the
semantics of a time lag between two activities (TP1) of which one resides inside
a loop and the other one outside that loop is unclear. Actually, there exist three
different semantics (cf. Sec. 4.2). Regarding our definition of the semantics for
this time pattern, we decided to use the one most obvious to process experts and
not introducing any other ambiguity (cf. Sec. 4.2).
Example 13 (Time-based Restrictions & Comparison of intervals). When
specifying the formal semantics of the time-based restrictions pattern (TP6), we
had to define how many executions of an activity exist within a given time frame.
Therefore, it became necessary to compare two different time intervals (i.e., the
execution interval of the activity and the given time frame). However, there exist
different ways to accomplish this task (e.g., subset, intersection), which is not
considered by the original design choices of this time pattern. To correctly define
the semantics of TP6 we added Design Choice U (cf. Fig. 12).
If such issues are not made explicit and resolved through the definition of a precise,
formal semantics, interpretations by users (e.g., system or process engineers)
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might be different resulting in misunderstandings, ambiguities, and erroneous
process implementations. However, we do not claim to provide the right semantics
for all cases. As some time patterns carry an inherent ambiguity under certain
circumstances, decisions had to be made regarding the definition of the formal
semantics, which may not suit all possible scenarios (cf. Example 12). In any
case, we have exposed these decisions. Additionally, due to the validation process
taken, we are convinced that our semantics is the one expected by most process
engineers and domain experts.
Second, the formal semantics enables us to precisely answer open questions
regarding the interpretation of certain constellations of process elements. For
example, if the parameter value of a time pattern may be modified during runtime, it might be unclear which of these values must be considered for a particular
pattern instance (especially so in connection with concurrency and loops). By
utilizing the defined pattern semantics, such questions can now be precisely
answered.
Third, it becomes possible to compare and evaluate process modeling languages and PAIS according to formally defined criteria. This is additionally
fostered by the fact that the provided formal semantics is independent of any
particular process modeling language or paradigm. Therefore, it becomes possible
to compare different systems and languages with respect to their support of the
temporal perspective, e.g., to identify the one most suitable in a given application
context. Furthermore, any formal semantics provides a foundation for reasoning
about modeling language specifications and for deriving consequences from them.
In turn, the latter is an important aid in validating and evaluating proposed
implementations. Formal semantics also provides a view of modeling languages
that abstract from unimportant details of syntax and presentation. In particular,
this view makes it possible to compare languages, and to identify additionally
required language elements.
Furthermore, having a precise and formal semantics allows implementing
techniques for checking conformance of process instances in respect to a process
schema and its time constructs, i.e., answering the question “Do the log of the
process instance and the model conform to each other?” [23]. Again, this is
fostered by the fact that the formal pattern semantics we provide is defined based
on temporal execution traces, which are closely related to process instance logs.
Hence, it is possible to implement conformance checking algorithms based on the
defined formal semantics of the time patterns.
Similarly, a precise, formal semantics of time patterns is a key requirement for
the formal verification of the temporal perspective of processes during build-time
as well as for its verification and monitoring during run-time. In particular, a
formal semantics allows us to address some open issues that need to be solved
before developing comprehensive verification procedures (cf. Example 12). This is
especially true for more complex time patterns as well as for the link between time
patterns and loops. Up to now, these issues have been avoided by excluding both
complex time patterns and loops from respective considerations. However, without
these constructs no complete specification of the temporal perspective is possible.
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In turn, without a formal basis no universally valid verification of the temporal
perspective is possible due to ambiguities and unclear semantics. Consequently,
existing approaches may benefit from the formal semantics presented in this
paper.
What has not been discussed in this paper is the run-time support of the
temporal perspective. When executing process instances containing temporal
constraints, challenging issues emerge, e.g., “How can temporal constraints be
enforced?” or “What happens in case a temporal constraint is in danger of being
violated or has already been violated?”. Further, during run-time, one must
differentiate between temporal constraints to be met in any case (e.g., delivery
deadlines) and the ones that merely represent a recommendation and hence may
be ignored if desired (e.g., most duration constraints). Such issues are out of
scope of this paper. Yet, we are convinced that the presented formal semantics
of the time patterns serves as a good basis for investigating these issues. To the
best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt to precisely and formally define the
semantics of the time patterns.

7 Related Work
Time patterns have been (informally) introduced in [18, 19] and evaluated in
[19] (cf. Sec. 2.2 and 3.1). Barba et al. [56] applies them in the context of
scheduling support for declarative workflows. However, no formal semantics has
been provided so far, even though this is crucial for implementing and comparing
time-aware PAISs. This paper closes this gap.
The general idea of using patterns to compare PAISs has been proposed by the
workflow patterns project [10]. Based on respective patterns, the expressiveness
of different process meta models and process modeling tools can be compared.
Further patterns were introduced including data flow patterns [11], resource
patterns [12], exception handling patterns [15], activity patterns [14], user interface
transformation patterns [57, 58], and process change patterns [16, 13, 17]. Most
of them come along with a formal semantics, for example, based on languages
such as petri nets [10] or pi-calculus [42].
Existing approaches dealing with the temporal perspective in PAISs largely
focus on specific time features like the verification of temporal constraints [5, 6,
7, 24, 25, 53] (cf. Sec. 5), escalation management [59], and scheduling support
[56, 60, 61]. [62] investigates the mutual dependencies between different temporal
constraints and derives inference rules for their verification and monitoring.
Additionally, time support features like process monitoring [63], process mining
[64], and the effect of ad-hoc changes on temporal constraints [65] have been
studied. A systematic elaboration of the requirements for time support as well as
respective formal semantics has been missing so far.
A topic not considered in this paper concerns time granularities and their
application in the context of the time patterns. Reasoning about relative temporal
constraints and time granularities has been extensively discussed in literature
[66, 67, 68, 69]. Especially, it becomes relevant when verifying the consistency
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and satisfiability of the temporal constraints of a process schema at build-time.
It can be shown that it is an NP-hard problem to decide whether an arbitrary
set of temporal constraints with granularities is consistent [67]. For defining
the time pattern semantics, however, this poses no problem. Since respective
pattern semantics is defined based on temporal execution traces, the absolute
time points of all events are known. Thus, only these absolute time points have
to be compared with the respective relative time distance. In particular, no
comparison between different relative time distances is required. For this reason,
time granularities were not considered in this paper.

8 Summary and Outlook
We have specified the formal semantics of the time patterns introduced in [18, 19].
Their initial introduction complemented existing workflow patterns. In particular,
time patterns allow for a more meaningful evaluation of existing PAISs in case
temporal constraints are crucial. In combination with workflow patterns, time
patterns enable PAIS engineers to choose the PAIS-enabling technology meeting
their requirements best. The formal semantics presented in this paper provides the
basis for implementing the patterns in PAISs as well as for comparing PAISs with
respect to their support of the temporal perspective. For each pattern, its formal
semantics has been specified based on traces in a language-independent manner.
Our future work will include time patterns for aspects other than control flow (e.g.,
data or process changes). Furthermore, we will conduct a comprehensive study
on time support features, e.g., enabling the verification of temporal constraints,
escalation management, and advanced scheduling support. We will consider the
resource dimension in this context as well. Finally, we will evaluate the impact
process changes have on the time patterns and respective temporal specifications
of business processes.
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